
SoftwareIDM’s Identity Panel tools 
help with the deployment and testing of 
identity and access projects, as well as 
managing identity and access systems once 
in production. In particular, it provides 
comprehensive management and reporting 
for Microsoft’s synchronization tools (FIM, 
MIM, and AAD Connect).

SoftwareIDM’s 
Identity Panel
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SoftwareIDM’s Identity Panel takes all of these 

challenges in stride. 

Identity Panel brings benefits to your entire 
identity landscape: 

 ■ Generate powerful reports on status and changes

 ■ Get total visibility of your identity and access data

 ■ Track changes to your users and groups over time

 ■ Create workflows to automate operations and  
raise alerts

 ■ Streamline audit and compliance processes

 ■ Secure any device, anywhere

If you run FIM or MIM, with Identity Panel  
you can:

 ■ Reduce operational overheads through automation

 ■ Generate reports and alerts on operational status

 ■ Readily track and troubleshoot synchronization

 ■ Maintain a complete and continuous history of 

identity and operational data
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A single view into your cloud and on-premises identities: 
synchronization management, audit and operational reporting, 

and anomaly detection with alerting and remediation.

Organizations that have deployed Forefront 
Identity Manager 2010 (FIM) or Microsoft 
Identity Manager 2016 (MIM) have reaped 
great operational benefits, but some identity 
administration challenges remain. 

Some of these struggles include: 

 ■ Managing and monitoring the health and operational 

status of FIM/MIM and Azure AD Connect instances

 ■ Troubleshooting and reporting on historical identity  

data changes

 ■ Producing reports for analysts, auditors, and 

management on identity and operational data



Time Traveller

If you search for an identity using any attribute, it will be displayed in Identity Panel’s Time Traveller 
interface. You can see how an identity is represented across your organization, and step 
through the entire history of its lifecycle. For example, you can see the status of a user in any 
system at any point in time, including which groups they were a member of, and how a particular 
attribute flows between them – and you can get an immediate history of any user attribute.
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With Time Traveller you can also explore related items. For example, you can examine groups that a 
user is a member of, find their manager, etc.
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Reports

Identity Panel has powerful reporting capabilities. Standard reports are available, and you can 
create your own reports from current and historical data about users and their attributes, licensing, 
group memberships, etc. This includes operational information about the health of servers, services,  
and databases (current and trend data). 
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You can run a report on any entity at any point in time, for example:

 ■ All active users on July 10th of last year 

 ■ The membership of the PaymentApprovals group last Monday

 ■ All changes to AD user accounts in the 7 days leading up to February 28th

 ■ All users added or deleted today

Contextual reports can also be created based on trigger events such as error conditions  
or changes to membership of sensitive groups.

Security
Identity Panel has comprehensive security built in. You define the roles you need and assign them 
to users such that they see the features, reports, and objects they need, down to individual attributes. 
Users get a dashboard view that depends on the roles they have.
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Management

You can configure and optimize schedules of activity such as synchronization cycles, and test for 
various conditions, sending alerts, or remediating issues where possible. Dashboards can be created to 
control and monitor synchronization cycles, display health checks, and present charts of all manner of 
data, including password resets, newly provisioned accounts, recent errors, etc.
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FIM and MIM
If you are a FIM or MIM administrator, then you will be interested to know that you can:

 ■ Create and manage flexible synchronization schedules, with built-in checks for dangerous  
situations (such as mass deletions) – all through an easy-to-use UI

 ■ Manage and orchestrate activity across multiple instances of FIM/MIM and Azure AD Connect

 ■ Provide helpdesk and other users with just the control they need, without full server access

 ■ Set up advanced scheduling, health checks and workflow rules (such as alerts), without the  
need for programming
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Why choose Oxford Computer 
Group?
Oxford Computer Group has been Microsoft’s 
go-to partner for identity management 
solutions for over a decade. We help 
organizations navigate the complexities and 
security challenges that cloud computing 
and a mobile workforce bring. Why choose 
anyone else to help you build your identity 
management solution?

• We worked with SoftwareIDM to develop 
and write a 5-day training course for 
Identity Panel

• We started winning Microsoft awards in 
1991 – and are still winning them – in the 
categories of Identity, Security, Enterprise 
Mobility and Training

• We are a Microsoft Gold Partner in the 
Devices and Deployment and Enterprise 
Mobility categories, and a Microsoft Silver 
Partner in the Cloud Platform category

• We have created innovative and  
cost-effective solutions for thousands of 
organizations, in every sector, worldwide

Identity Panel Feature Check
Scheduler

Management console and dashboards

Historical display and reporting

Health checks and workflows
Role-based security
Connectors for FIM, MIM, DirSync, Azure AD 

Connect, directories, databases, Office 365, ADFS, 
and more

Comprehensive consulting and training available

Get a Free Demo
Request a demo and learn how Identity Panel 
can enable clear and fast reporting and reduce 
your identity administration workload.
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